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Abstract 
In 1970, Plummer introduced the notion of a well-covered graph as one in which every maximal 
independent set is a maximum. Here, we study graphs in which there are exactly two sizes of 
maximal independent sets. A characterization of such graphs is obtained for graphs of girth eight or 
more. 
1. Introduction 
Plummer [9] defined a well-covered graph as one in which every maximal indepen- 
dent set of vertices is a maximum. Whereas, the problem of determining a maximum 
independent set of vertices is well known to be very difficult for an arbitrary graph, for 
a well-covered graph any maximal independent set will suffice. In this article we 
consider graphs, denoted by M2, which have exactly two sizes of maximal indepen- 
dent sets. For instance, the 6-cycle, the g-cycle as well as the path on 5 vertices are 
graphs in M2. If Mi represents graphs with precisely i sizes of maximal independent 
sets, then Ml is the collection of well-covered graphs. Finbow and Hartnell [6] 
characterized the well-covered graphs of girth 8 or more as being those in which every 
vertex was either a leaf or had exactly one leaf as a neighbour (with the single 
exceptional graph K,). In this paper, we characterize those graphs of girth 8 or more 
in M2. Since a graph is in M2 if and only if it has one connected component in M2 and 
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all others well covered, we henceforth restrict our attention to connected graphs. The 
reader is referred to [l-4,7,8, lo-121 for further results on M1 and to [S] for 
a generalization. 
A vertex of degree one will be called a leaf and a vertex adjacent to a leaf will be 
called a stem. Whenever a stem is denoted by si and has a single leaf as a neighbour, we 
denote that leaf as Ii. A vertex which is neither a stem nor a leaf will be called ZeuJEess. 
L is used to denote the set of all leaves in a graph and SL (single leaves) the set of all 
leaves whose neighbouring stems have exactly one leaf attached. 
A cycle of length i is denoted by Cc and Pi represents a path on i vertices. 
For any set S of vertices in a graph G, N [S] denotes the set of all vertices either in 
S or adjacent to a vertex in S. 
A straightforward, but extremely useful, observation (Lemma 2.1) is that for any 
independent set S of vertices of a graph G belonging to Mz, the resulting graph 
G-N [S] (and hence each of its components) must be in Ml or M2. For instance, 
Fig. 1 illustrates a graph in Mz, having maximal independent sets of size 10 and 11, 
where letting S be the set of all leaves, G-N [S] is P4. In the next section it is shown 
that if we consider S as the set L or SL, then there are very limited possibilities for the 
components in G-N [S]. Our general strategy will be to first consider the possible 
structure of a component in either G-N [L] or G-N [SL] and then to examine the 
various possibilities for G if there are several components. 
2. Results 
The following lemma, with k=2, proves to be very useful in the characterization. 
Lemma 2.1. Zf GEM, and I is an independent 
for some i < k. 
set of vertices then G-N [Z]EM~ 
Proof. Assume G-N [I] has maximal independent sets, say Ii, 12,. . . , I, + I of k + 1 
different sizes. But then I1 u I, IZ u I,. . , I k + 1 u I would be maximal independent sets 
of k+ 1 different sizes in G, a contradiction. 0 
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We now consider the restrictions on G-N [L]. Lemma 2.2 is a vital observation in 
our considerations. 
Lemma 2.2. If u is a leafless vertex in a graph G in M2 and G is of girth 8 or more, then 
v has at most two neighbours which are leajess. 
Proof. Consider G in Mz where G is of girth 8 or more and assume some vertex v is 
leafless and has at least three neighbours, say a, b and c which are also leafless. 
Let I1 be the set of all vertices which are both at distance 2 from v and distance 
3 from a, b and c. Let Z2 be the set of all vertices, which are both at distance 3 from 
v and distance 2 from exactly one of a, b and c. Note that II ulz is independent (by the 
girth restriction). Extend I1 uZz to a maximal independent set, say M, of G-N [o]. 
However, both Mu {v} and Mu {a, b, c} are maximal independent sets of G and of 
the same parity. 
Now consider Z3, which consists of a neighbour of a other than v and all vertices 
which are both at distance 3 from v and distance 2 from exactly one of b and c. 
Observe that I, ~1~ is independent and extend I, uZJ to a maximal independent set, 
say M ‘, of G-N [v]. Hence M ‘u {v> and M ‘u {b, c> are maximal independent sets of 
G and of different parity. This is a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 2.3. lf GE Mz and is of girth 8 or more, then each component of G- N [L] 
is K1, a path or a cycle. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, the vertices of G-N [L] are of degree 0,l or 2. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Say G is of girth 8 or more and no vertex of G is a leaf Then GEM, 
ifand only ifG is one of Cs,C9,C10,C11 or C13. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, G is forced to be a cycle. It is straightforward to verify that 
membership in M2 and the girth restriction result in G being isomorphic to one of 
Cg, C9, C10, Cl1 or C13. 0 
Corollary 2.5. If GE Mz and is of girth 8 or more, then a component of G- N [L] that is 
well covered must be isomorphic to exactly one of K1, Pz and P4. 
Proof. This follows directly from the girth restriction, Corollary 2.3 and [S]. 0 
Each of the graphs in Fig. 2 is an example of a graph GEM,, where G-N [L] has 
a well-covered component. In the case that SL= L and G-N [L] has only one 
component, note that all graphs with this property can be derived from these 
examples by the following operation (repeated as many times as necessary). Join a new 
stem which has a single leaf to any subset of the black vertices as long as the girth 
restriction is maintained. This new stem is itself black in the resulting graph. 
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Fig. 2. 
For instance, the graph in Fig. 1 can be obtained from the third graph in Fig. 2 by 
first joining the stem s3 and its leaf to that graph and then joining the stem s4 and its 
leaf to the graph just created and so on. We also observe that, as indicated in Fig. 2, 
not all of the vertices of P4 can be black else we could form a maximal independent set 
of a third size by including a neighbouring stem of each vertex in PA (by the girth 
condition such stems would be independent). 
Finally, we also note that all such graphs are in fact in M2. For the first pair of 
graphs of Fig. 2, we have maximal independent sets of size 1 L 1, ) L I+ 1 and for the last 
lL(+l and 1L,1+2. 
Lemma 2.6. Let G be a graph in M2 of girth 8 or more and suppose that G contains at 
least one leafi Then a component of G-N [L] that is in M2 must be isomorphic to 
exactly one of P3, P6, Pg, Cg, C9 or Cll. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.3, we need only consider paths and cycles. 
First observe that the only possible paths in M2 are P3, P5, Ps, P7, Ps and PIO. Our 
strategy is to show that if G-N [L] has a component isomorphic to any of P5, P, or 
P 103 then G contains maximal independent sets of at least three different sizes, 
contradicting the assumption that G is in M1. In each case, we start by constructing 
a maximum independent set of the largest cardinality. Note that the set L is itself an 
independent set of G. Further, for any leaf x with stem s, exactly one of x and s must be 
included in any maximal independent set of G. However, since the set S of stems is not 
necessarily independent and in any case ) S I < (L 1, we can always construct a maximum 
independent set in G by taking the set union of L with maximum independent sets in 
each component of G-N [L]. 
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Assume P5 =[abcde] is a component in G-N[L]. Let s1 (resp., s2) be a stem 
adjacent to a (resp., e) in G. Extend Lu {a, c, e} to a maximum independent set Ii of G. 
Z2=Z,u(b,d}-{ a, c, e} is also a maximal independent set. Now extend {si, s2, c} to 
a maximal independent set Z3. As 1Z3 I< lZ2 I< lZ1 1, G cannot belong to M2. Hence, 
Ps cannot be a component of G-N [L]. 
Next assume P7 = [abcdefg] is a component in G-N [L]. Let s1 be a stem adjacent 
to a in G. Observe that sl, c and f are independent by the girth condition. 
Extend Lu {a, c, e,g} to a maximum independent set I, of G. Z2 =I, u 
{b, d,f} - {a, c, e, g} is a maximal independent set. Now extend {si, c, f} to a maximal 
independent set Z3. However, II, I< I Z2 I < IZi I which contradicts G belonging to M2. 
Thus, P7 cannot be a component of G-N CL]. 
Assume PI,, = [ubcdefghij ] is a component of G-N [L]. Let s1 (resp., s2) be a stem 
adjacent to a (resp., j). 
If si =s2 or si and s2 are adjacent, extend {si, c,f; i} to a maximal independent set 
Z3 of G. 
If si and s2 are independent, and s1 not joined to h then either (sir h, e, s2, b} or 
(si, h, e, s2, c} are independent. Extend this independent set to a maximal independent 
set Z3 of G. If si is joined to h but s2 not joined to c, then extend {sl, s2, c, f, i> to 
a maximal independent set Z3 of G. In the event both s1 is joined to h and s2 is joined to 
c, extend {s2, b, e, h} to a maximal independent set Z3 of G. 
Now extend Lu {a, c, e, g, j } to a maximum independent set Ii of G and note that 
Z2=Ziu{b,d,f, Z>-{ a, c, e, g, j } is a maximal independent set. But I Z3 I< I I2 I< I Ii 1 
and hence PI0 cannot be a component of G-N [L]. 
We now turn our attention to cycles as possible components. Since the only 
cycles in M2 are C8,C9, ClO, Cl1 and Cl3 (for girth >8), we need only consider 
these. 
If Cl0 =(ubcdefghij) were a component in G-N [L], let s1 be a stem adjacent to 
a, say, in G. However, extending Lu {a, c, e, g, i} to a maximum independent set II 
of G, noting that Z2=Zlu{b} - {a, c} is a maximal independent set and 
extending {sl, c, J; i> to a maximal independent set Z3 of G, we have lZ3 I < lZ2 I < lZ1 1, 
a contradiction. 
Similarly, if Cl3 = (ubcdefghijklm) were a component in G-N [L], let s1 be a stem 
adjacent to a, say, in G. Again extend Lu (a, c, e, g, i, k} to a maximum independent 
set I1 of G. Z,=Z,u{d}-( c e is a maximal independent set. However, extending , } 
(sl, c, f; i, l} to a maximal independent set Z3 of G we have I Z3 ) < 1 I2 I < 1Zi I. Hence, 
Cl3 is not a component of G-N [L]. 
It is easy to verify that Cs, C9 and Cl1 are possible depending on the adjacencies of 
stems. q 
In the case that SL = L and G-N CL] has exactly one component, say K (noting 
that K has maximal independent sets of sizes x and x + l), we observe that G itself has 
maximal independent sets of size I LI +x and of size IL I +x + 1. There are various 
possibilities for which vertices of K are joined to stems. However, we must ensure that 
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regardless of which stems are in a maximal independent set, that set includes at least 
x vertices of K. 
For instance, not all three vertices of P3 can be adjacent to stems (as those stems 
would be independent by the girth condition) else G would have maximal independent 
sets of sizes IL\, IL( + 1 and (LI +2. 
Each of the graphs in Fig. 3 is an example of a graph GEM,, where G-N [L] has 
a component in M1. In the case that SL = L and G-N [L] has exactly one compo- 
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the following operation (repeated as many times as necessary). Join a new stem which 
has a single leaf to any subset of the black vertices as long as the girth restriction is 
maintained. This new stem is itself black in the resulting graph. 
Although we do not give all the details, the following observations are helpful in the 
verification of the possible arrangements of the black vertices. In general, we observe 
that there cannot be three consecutive black vertices (as G would then contain 
a maximal independent set of size 1 LI +x - 1) nor we can have two blacks at one end of 
a path (noting that the other end is adjacent o at least one stem). For PS, we note that 
the end vertices cannot be adjacent o independent stems and also that the vertex next 
to the end of PS cannot be black. Observing that there cannot be two consecutive 
blacks we are forced into the configuration given. For Cs, there cannot be two 
consecutive black vertices nor two which are at distance 4. For C9, consider the cases 
in which there are two adjacent blacks and in which there are not. In the case of C1 1, 
there cannot be two adjacent black vertices nor two which are at distance 4. 
We now examine the various possibilities for there to be several components in 
G-A/CL]. First, we consider the case in which there are at least two well-covered 
components. 
Lemma 2.7. If GEM, and is of girth at least 8, and HI and H2 are well-covered 
components of G-N[L], then either (H1,H2}z{P2,P4} or (H,,H2}~{P2,P2}. 
Furthermore, ifP4 = [abed] and Pz = [ef 1, then, in G, a, d, e, f and at least one of b and 
c are of degree two and these vertices form a lo-cycle (sl abcds,s, fess), where sl, s2, s3 
and s4 are stems in G. Zf HI E Pz = [ab] and Hz g Pz = [cd], then for some choice of 
x~{a, b) and y~{c, d}, x and y are each of degree two and have exactly one stem as 
a neighbour and these stems are adjacent. 
Proof. Consider GEM, with girth at least 8 and let HI and H2 be well-covered 
componentsofG-N[L].AssumeH,~KK,={v}.SayH,~K,={w}.Thevertexvhas 
at least two neighbours, say s1 and s2, which are stems and w has at least two 
neighbours, say s3 and s4, which are stems. At least one of s1 and s2, say sl, is distinct 
from both s3 and s4 and also independent of w, s3 and s4 else the girth condition is 
violated. But extend L to a maximum independent set I1 of G, {si} to as large 
a maximal independent set as possible, say Z2, and (sl, s3} to a maximal independent 
set Z3. Then ( Z3 I< [I2 I< 1 I, 1, which is a contradiction. 
Assume H2 gP2 = Cab]. Again v has at least two neighbours, say s1 and s2, in 
G which are stems and a has a neighbouring stem, say s3, and b has a neighbouring 
stem, say s4. By girth, either s1 or s 2, say sl, is distinct and independent from both 
s3 and s4 as well as a and b. But extend L to a maximum independent set I, of G, {sl} 
to as large a maximal independent set, say Z2, as possible and {sl, s3, s4) to a maximal 
independent set Z3. However, I Z3 I< I Z2 I< (I, 1, a contradiction. 
Assume H2 g P4 = [abed]. Let two neighbouring stems of v be s1 and s2 and s3 be 
a stem adjacent o a. Either s1 or s2, say si, must be independent of and distinct from 
s3 and c (by the girth condition). Extend L to a maximum independent set II, {sl} to 
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as large a maximal independent set, say Z2, as possible, and {si, s3, c} to a maximal 
independent set Z3. But [Z3 1 < If2 I< II, 1 which is a contradiction. 
Hence, neither H, nor Hz can be isomorphic to K1 when there are at least two 
well-covered components in G-N CL]. 
Next assume both HI and Hz are isomorphic to P4, say Hi =[abcd] and 
Hz = [efgh]. Let the stems si, s2, s3 and sq be adjacent to a, d, e and h, respectively. If 
si is adjacent to either e or h, say e, then extend L to a maximum independent set Ii, 
{sl,c> to as large a maximal independent set, say X2, as possible, and {si,c,g} to 
a maximal independent set, say Z3. Again I I3 I< I I2 ) < lZ1 1, a contradiction. 
In the event si is adjacent to neither e nor h, we note that at least one of {si, s3, g} or 
{si, sq, f} is independent, say {si, s3, g} (by the girth condition). Choose Ii and Zz as 
before and extend {sl, s3, c, g} to a maximal independent set Z3. Then )Z3 ) < )J2) < )I1 ) 
as above. 
Hence HI and Hz cannot both be isomorphic to Pd. 
Assume HI g P4 = [abed] and H2 z P2 = [ef]. Let si, s2, s3 and sq be stems adjacent 
to a, d, e and f, respectively. 
If either (sl, s3, sq, c} or {s2, s3, sq, b} is independent, say the former, extend L to 
a maximum independent set, say II. Then extend {si, c} to as large a maximal 
independent set, say Zz, as possible and extend (si, s3, s4, c} to a maximal independent 
set, say I,. But I Ii I > 1 Z2) > I Z3 I which is a contradiction. If either si or sz, say sr, is 
such that si =s3 or si =sq, say s1 =s 3, then the same maximal independent sets force 
a contradiction. 
Hence, the only possibility is for s1 and s3 to be adjacent and s2 and sq to be 
adjacent, where a, d, e and f are all of degree two. If b and c both had stems, say s5 and 
s6, respectively, as neighbours, then extend {si, s2, s5, s6} to a maximal independent 
set Z;. Then the sets II, Z2 and Z; are of three different sizes, a contradiction. Hence, at 
least one of b and c is of degree two. 
Finally, we consider HI g P2 = [ub] and H2 g P2 = [cd]. If there are stems si, s2, s3 
and sq adjacent to a, b, c and d, respectively, where the stems are independent, extend 
L to a maximum independent set II, {sl, s2} to as large a maximal independent set as 
possible, say Z2, and {sr , s2, s3, s4} to a maximal independent set, say Z3. In the event 
s1 = s3 say, extend {sr , s2, s4} to a maximal independent set say Z3. However, these are 
of three different sizes, which is a contradiction. 
Hence, at least one of the pairs a and c, a and d, b and c or b and d, say a and c, have 
the following property: a and c are each of degree two and have exactly one stem as 
a neighbour and these stems are adjacent. 0 
The three graphs in the top row of Fig. 4 illustrate Lemma 2.7 when there are 
exactly two components in G-N [L], while the more complicated cases of three or 
more are shown in the rest of the figure. 
We note that there cannot be three components where one is Pa. For assume there 
is another P2 = [gh], besides P2 = [abed] and P2 = [ef] arranged as in Fig. 4. Con- 
sidering [ubcd] and [gh], we see that neither g nor h can be adjacent to s1 or s2 (as 
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{Pz, PP, Pz} 
{Pz, p2, Pa Pd 
Fig. 4. 
there must be two stems between a P4 and a P2). However, considering [ef] and [ gh], 
one of g and h, say g, must be adjacent to a stem, s5 say, which in turn is adjacent to 
sJ (without loss of generality). Since g must be at distance 3 from either a or d this 
forces either s5 and s1 to be adjacent (girth 3) or s5 and sz to be adjacent (girth 6). 
Next, consider the possibility of three P2’s as components of G - N [L]. The graphs 
in (2a) and (2b) illustrate the arrangement for [ab] and [cd]. Whether s1 and s2 are 
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adjacent or not, letting [ef] be the third P2 we note that neither e nor f can be 
adjacent to any of the stems si, s2, ss or sq. For if e, say, were adjacent to s1 or sq, say 
sq, then consider Cab] and [ef]. Since e and a are at distance two, f and one of a and 
b must be at distance three (to satisfy Lemma 2.7). However, this would violate the 
girth restriction. Hence, e is adjacent to another stem, say ss, and f to s.5, say. 
In the case that sr and s2 are adjacent, considering [cd] and [ef], we may, without 
loss of generality, assume that s3 and s6 are adjacent. Considering [ab] and [ef], the 
lemma and girth requirement force s1 and ss to be joined (graph (3~)). 
Now consider the case that s1 and s2 are not joined. If either s5 or sg is adjacent to 
either s3 or sq, say sg to s3, then consider [ub] and [ef]. To satisfy Lemma 2.7, one of 
the pairs sq and sg, s1 and sg, s1 and s5 or sq and s5 must be adjacent. The girth 
restriction forces s1 and s5 to be adjacent (graph (3b)). 
The other possibility is that none of the edges s3s5,s3s6,s4s5 nor s4s6 is present. 
Considering [cd] and [cf], s2 must be adjacent to either s5 or s6. Now examine [ub] 
and [ef]. Either s1 and s5 are adjacent (graph (3a)) or s1 and s6 are joined (graph (3b)). 
Suppose there is a fourth P2 in G-N CL]. Noting that it cannot be adjacent to an 
existing stem, it is straightforward to verify that the arrangement shown in Fig. 4 is the 
only one possible. Similarly, one can check that it is impossible to have more than 
four P2’s. 
To summarize, each of the graphs in Fig. 4 is an example of a graph GEM, where 
G-N [Z.] has several well-covered components. Observe that all connected graphs 
with this property can be derived from these examples by the operation (repeated as 
many times as necessary) of joining a new stem which has a single leaf to any subset of 
the black vertices as long as the girth restriction is maintained. This new stem is itself 
black in the resulting graph. 
Next, we consider the possibility of G-N [L] containing two components H1 and 
Hz, with HI being well covered and H2eM2. 
Lemma 2.8. If GE M2 and is of girth 8 or more, then G-N [L] cannot have a well- 
covered component HI us well us a component Hz E M2. 
Proof. Let GEMS and be of girth 8 or more. Assume HI, H*EG-N[L] where HI is 
well covered and H2 E M2. First, we show that H2 is not a cycle. By Lemma 2.6, H2 can 
only be Cs, C9 or Crr. 
Let J1 and Jz be two maximal independent sets of Hz of different sizes with 
lJ1 I> j.J2 I. Extend LuJl to a maximum independent set, say II, of G and let 
Zz=(Z1---J1)uJz. Observe that 1Z11=1Z21+1. 
If HI z K1 = {v} or HI E P4 = [&cd], let s1 be a stem of G adjacent to v or a. Select 
a maximal independent set of minimum size, say J3, of H2 such that s1 is not adjacent 
to any vertex of J3. This is always possible since by the girth condition s1 is adjacent to 
at most one vertex of HZ. Now extend .Z3 u(sr} (if HI = {v>) or .Z3 u{sl,c} (if 
HI = [&cd]) to a maximal independent set, say Z3, of G. However, lZ1 I> 1 Zz I> 1 Z3 I 
which is a contradiction. 
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If H1 = K2 = Cab], let s1 and s2 be stems adjacent to a and b, respectively. By the 
girth condition, there are at most two vertices in H2 adjacent o s1 or s2 and hence one 
can still select a maximal independent set, say .Z3, of minimum size in H2 in such a way 
that .Z3 u{s1,s2} is an independent set. Again extend J,u{sr, sz} to a maximal 
independent set, say Z3, of G. Once more, (I, I> 1 I2 I> 1 I3 I. Hence, H2 is not a cycle. 
If H2 is a path, then by Lemma 2.6 the only choices are P3, P6 or Ps. Let .Z1 and 
J2 be maximal independent sets of H2 such that I J1 I = I Jz I + 1 and extend Lu.Zl to 
a maximum independent set, say I,, of G and let Z2 =(I, -.Z,)uJz. 
Say H2 g P3 = [abc]. We have already seen that there is no stem adjacent o b (see 
Fig. 3). Now let s1 be a stem adjacent o v (if HI = {v}) or d (if HI = [defg]), However, 
extend {sr, b} (if HI = {v}) or {sl, b, f} (if H, = [defg]) to a maximal independent set, 
say Z3, or G. However, lZ3) <[I21 <II, 1, a contradiction. If HI rPz=[de], let s1 and 
s2 be stems adjacent to d and e, respectively. Extend {sl,sz, b} to a maximal 
independent set, say Z3, which again is smaller than I1 and Z2. 
Say H2gP6= [abcdef]. Let s1 be a stem adjacent to v (if HI = (u}) or to g (if 
HI = [ ghij 1). If s1 is not adjacent o b nor to e, then extend (sr , b, e} (if HI = {v}) or 
{sl, b, e, i} (if HI = [ghij]) to a maximal independent set Z3 in G. If s1 is adjacent o e, 
say, then let s2 be a stem adjacent to f and extend {sl, s2, b, d} (if HI = {v}) or 
{sr, s2, b, d, i> (if HI = [ghij]) to a maximal independent set Z3 in G. If HI z P2 = [gh], 
let s1 and s2 be stems adjacent o g and h, respectively. If {sl, s2, b, e} is independent, 
then extend {sl, s2, b, e} to a maximal independent set, say Z3, of G. If {sr, s2, b, e} is 
not independent, hen assume, without loss of generality, that s1 and b are adjacent. 
Let s3 be a stem adjacent o a. Observe that either {sr, s2, s3, c, e} or {sl, s2, s3, s3, c,f} 
is independent, say the former. However, extend {sr , s2, s3, c, e} to a maximal indepen- 
dent set, say Z3, of G. In all cases, IZ3 Ic )Z2 I< 1 I1 1, which is a contradiction. 
Finally, say H2 % P8 = [abcdefgh]. As we have seen, there is no stem adjacent o any 
of the vertices b, d or g (see Fig. 3). Let s1 be a stem adjacent o v (if H, = {v}) or to i (if 
HI = [ijkl]). Extend {sl, b, d, g} (if HI = {v}) or {sl, b, d, g, k} (if HI = [ijkl]) to a maxi- 
mal independent set, say Z3 of G. If HI g P2 = [zj 1, let s1 and s2 be stems adjacent o 
i and j, respectively. Extend {sl, sz, b, d, g} to a maximal independent set, say I,, of G. 
In each case, I Z3 I< I Z2 1 < I I1 1, which is a contradiction. Hence H2 cannot be a path 
either. 0 
We next show G-N [SL] cannot have two components in M2. 
Lemma 2.9. Zf GE M2 and Z is an independent set of vertices of G, then G-N [Z] can 
have at most one component which is not well covered. 
Proof. Consider GeM2 and let Z be an independent set of vertices of G. Assume that 
HI and H2 are both in G-N [Z] and in M2. Let .Z1 and Jz be maximal independent 
sets of HI with lJ1 I > IJ2 1 and J3 and J4 be maximal independent sets of Hz with 
lJ3 I > I .I4 1. However, extend Zu.Z, u.ZJ to a maximum independent set, say II, of 
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GandletI,=(Z,--J,)uJz.AlsoletI,=(I,-J,)uJq.ThenII,I>IZ,I>II,I,whichis 
impossible. 0 
We now show that almost all stems must have exactly one leaf attached. 
Lemma 2.10. If GE Ml and is of girth eight or more, then there can be at most two stems 
with more than one leaf attached, and if there are two they must be adjacent and have the 
same number of leaves as neighbours. 
Proof. Let GEMS and be of girth eight or more. Assume there are three stems, say 
s1,s2 and sj, each with at least two leaves as neighbours. Let the leaves attached to 
si be Li, to s2 be L2 and to s3 be L3. At least one pair, say s1 and s3, of stems must be 
independent since there are no 3-cycles. If s1 and s3 were in different components 
of G-N [SL] such components could not be well covered, but this would violate 
Lemma 2.9. Consider the component, say H, of G - N [SL] containing s1 and s3. 
Extend L1 u L3 to a maximum independent set of H, say Ii. Extend (s1}uL3 to as 
large a maximal independent set, say 12, of H as possible. Finally, extend {sl, s3} to 
a maximal independent set, say I 3, of H. However, (I1 I > I I2 I > /Z3 1, which violates 
HEM,. Hence, there can be at most two stems with more than one leaf attached. 
Assume that there are two stems, say s1 and s2, with leaves L1 and L,, respectively, 
attached. By the preceeding paragraph, these stems must be adjacent. Assume that 
1 L1 I # I L2 1. Let X be the set of vertices in G which are either at distance 2 from s1 and 
distance 3 from s2 or at distance 3 from s1 and distance 2 from s2. By the girth 
condition, X is independent. Extend L, u L2 UX to a maximal independent set, say II, 
of G. 
Denote I1 IJ (sl > - L1 by I, and I1 u (s2} - L2 by 13. However, II, I2 and Z3 are 
three maximal independent sets of G of different sizes, a contradiction. Hence 
IL1I=IL21. q 
In the next three lemmas, we establish the conditions under which GEM,, where 
G is of girth 8 or more, can have one or two stems with more than one leaf attached. 
Lemma 2.11. Let GEM, and be of girth 8 or more. If G has a stem, say sl, with more 
than one leaf attached, then s1 cannot have a leafless neighbour. 
Proof. Let GE M2 and be of girth at least 8. Assume G has a stem, say sl, with L1 the 
set of leaves attached to si, where 1 L1 13 2 and w is a leafless neighbour of s1 such that 
w$L,. Let X be the set of all vertices which are either at distance 2 from s1 and 
distance 3 from w or at distance 3 from s1 and distance 2 from w. Extend X to 
a maximal independent set, say I, of the graph induced by V(G)- {sl, w} - L1. Both 
I u {sl } and I u L1 u {w }are maximal independent sets of G and differ by I L1 1 in size. 
Next, let Y be the set of all vertices at distance 2 from s1 and extend Y to a maximal 
independent set, say J, of the graph induced by V(G)- {si} - L1. Both Ju {sl} and 
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JuLi are maximal independent sets of G, but differ by (Li I- 1 in size. Hence 
G$M,. 0 
Lemma 2.12. Let GEM, and be of girth 8 or more. G has two adjacent stems, say s1 and 
s2, with more than one leaf attached, say L1 and LX, respectively, where 1 L1 I= 1 Lz 1, only 
tfevery other vertex in G is either a leaf or is a stem with exactly one leaf as a neighbour. 
Proof. Let GE M2 and be of girth 8 or more. Say G has two adjacent stems, say si and 
s2, with leaves L1 and L2 attached, respectively, where I L1 I = / Lz I = M 3 2. We wish to 
show that G-N [SL] has precisely one component containing the stems s1 and s2 and 
their leaves. By Lemma 2.9, any other component, Hi, of G-N [SL] must be well 
covered. 
Let sj be a stem adjacent to v, if W, = {v}, or to a, if H, = [abed], or sj and s4 be 
stems adjacent to a and b, respectively, if Hi = Cab]. By the girth condition, at least one 
of s1 and s2, say si, is independent of s3 (in the first two cases) or sg and s4 (in the last 
case). Hence extend L1 u L, to a maximum independent set, say Ii, of G and then 
(sl} u Lz to as large a maximal independent set, say IZ, as possible of G. Finally, 
extend L2 u {sl, sg}(if H1 = {v}), Lz u { s1,s3,c} (if H,=[abcd]) or L2u(s1,s3,s4) (if 
Hi = Cab]) to a maximal independent set, say Z3, of G. However, 11i I > )I2 I > II3 I 
a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 2.13. Let GEMS and be of girth 8 or more. If G has exactly one stem, say sl, 
with more than one leaf attached, then let Hz be the component containing s1 and its 
leaves in G-N [SL]. Zf there is another component, say HI, in G-N [SL] then Hz is 
s1 and its leaves L1 where I L1 I = 2 and HI z K, = [ab] where either a or b, say a, is of 
degree two and adjacent to a stem which is also adjacent to sl. 
Proof. Let GE Mz and be of girth 38. Say G has exactly one stem, say si, with more 
than one leaf, say L1, attached. Assume G-N [SL] has at least two components, say 
HI and HZ, where H2 contains the graph induced by L1 u{sl}. By Lemma 2.11, we 
know H2 has no other vertices and by Lemma 2.9, HI must be well covered. 
If H,~&={v} or HI ~P,=[abcd], there must be a stem, say s2, adjacent to 
v (respectively, a or d, say a) that is not adjacent to s1 (by the girth condition). Extend 
SLu L, to a maximum independent set, say II, of G and let ZZ = I, u (sl > - L1. Then 
extend {sr, s2} (if HI = {v}) or ( sl, sg, c} (if HI = [abed]) to a maximal independent 
set, say Z3, of G. However, (Ii I >IZ,) >(I,( which is a contradiction. 
If HI E P2 = Cab], then if s2 and sj were stems adjacent to a and b, respectively, 
where {si, ~1, sj} was independent, then extend {sr, s2, sj} to a maximal independent 
set I3 which yields a similar contradiction with I1 and 12. Hence, sl, say, is adjacent to 
s1 and a is of degree two. 
Let Ii and I2 be as before and extend (s2, s3} to a maximal independent set, say Zj. 
In order for two of these three sets to be of the same size, L1 must be of size two. 0 
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Each of the graphs in Fig. 5 is an example of a graph GEM* where there is a stem 
with more than one leaf attached. We observe that all graphs with this property can be 
derived from these examples by the operation indicated before (repeated as often as 
required). Join a new stem which has a single leaf to any subset of the black vertices as 
long as the girth restriction is maintained. This new stem is itself black in the resulting 
graph. 
We conclude by summarizing the characterization. 
Theorem 2.14. Let G be a connected graph of girth 8 or more. GE M2 if and only if 
exactly one of the following holds: 
(1) G has no leaf Then G is one of Cs, C9,C10,C,, or C,,. 
(2) G has exactly two stems, say s1 and s2, with more than one leaf attached, say 
L1 .and Lz, respectively. Then 1 L, I= 1 L2 1, s1 and s2 are adjacent and every other vertex 
in G is either a leaf or is a stem with exactly one leaf as a neighbour. 
(3) G has exactly one stem, say sl, with more than one leaf, say L1, attached. One of 
three subcases must occur (see Fig. 5). 
(i) G-N [SL] is simply one component, namely, s1 and its leaves L1. 
(ii) G-N [SL] consists of two components, say HI and Hz. Hz is s1 and its leaves 
L1 where 1 L, ( = 2 and HI g K2 = [ab] where either a or b is of degree two and adjacent 
to a stem which is also adjacent to sl. 
(iii) G-N [SL] consists of three components, say HI, Hi and Hz. H2 is as in (ii) and 
HI = [a1 b,] and Hi = [a; b;]. Similar to (ii) al and a; say, are each of degree two and 
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of degree two and each adjacent to a stem, say sJ and s4, respectively, where s3 and s4 are 
adjacent. 
(4) There are no stems with more than one leaf attached and G-N [SL] has exactly 
one component. Then that component is K1,P2,P4,P3, P6,P8, C8,C9 or Cl1 and the 
possible adjacencies to stems (each with a single leaf) are as indicated in Figs. 2 and 3. 
(5) There are no stems with more than one leaf attached and G-N [SL] has several 
components. If any two of these components are called HI and Hz then either 
{H,,H,}~{P,,P4}or(H,,H~}~{P,,P~).Furthermore,ifP4=[abcd]andP,=[ef], 
then, in G, a, c, d, e and f are all of degree two and are part of a lo-cycle (s,abcdszs4efs3) 
where sl, s2, s3 and s4 are stems in G. If HI E P2 = [ab] and Hz 2 Pz = [c, d], then for 
some choice of xE{a,b} and y~{c,d}, x and y are each of degree two and have exactly 
one stem as a neighbour and these stems are adjacent. G is either one of the graphs 
indicated in Fig. 4 or can be derived from one of them by the following operation 
(repeated as often as necessary). Join a new stem which has a single leaf to any subset of 
the black vertices as long as the girth restriction is maintained. This new stem is itself 
black in the resulting graph. 
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